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ART Ii. —MountaiY-names. By W. G.

M.A.,

COLLINGWOOD,

F.S.A.

Read at Penrith, September 7th, 1917.

I

N compiling his valuable collection of place-names in
our district, Professor Sedgefield left out the natural
features, or most of them. All to whom Cumberland and
Westmorland mean mountains must regret the limitations
he imposed upon his work. We should like to know what
the fell-names mean, how old they are, and what race of
bygone inhabitants fixed them—some, romantic in sound
and some, oddly trivial—to the scenes of our pleasant
memories.
It is only gradually, as material turns up in medieval
charters, that the question can be answered. I venture
now to bring forward an instalment of the answer, and
to show that many names of mountains are really ancient.
Many, of course, are modern. The Coniston " Old Man "
appears to be a nineteenth-century name from an ancient
cairn, said to have existed with two others on the summit
—" The Old Man, his Wife and Son." There is no trace
of prehistoric barrows at the place, but there was a
medieval beacon (these Transactions, o.s., xiv, 1 43),
followed by a cairn with a chamber or shelter, in turn
supplanted by the Ordnance " Man " ; and the beacon
would be old enough for the name. Such derivations as
" Celtic allt-maen" are pure guess-work.
So too is my own suggestion, made long ago, of
" Weatherhelm," as if veâr-hjcílmr, for Wetherlam ;
though it would express a fact, for the hopes of a fine day
are gone when the top is hooded. But the name in the
Coniston boundary-roll is " Little Walls," perhaps a
bield on the top. And yet people climbed there in the
.
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twelfth century, for a charter of 1170-84 (Farrer, Lancs.
Chartulary, 442) , mentions Cal f lieud (calf-heved) as some
point on Doe or Dow Crags, which may have been regarded as the " calf " of the main block : compare Calf
of Man, in old Norse Manar-kdl f r.
Thence the bounds were beaten to the head of the
valley of Glenscalan or Glensalan, either the coppermines
valley or Seathwaite tarn cove. In this compound name
the subject or nominative comes first, followed by the
descriptive word ; this is the Celtic construction of placenames, as opposed to the Norse, in which the subject
comes last with an adjective prefixed or a substantive in
the genitive case, as in the next point mentioned in the
charter just quoted, namely, Wranishals. This is given
earlier (agreement of 1157-63, op. cit. 310) as Wreineshals
or Wraineshals, now Wrynose, and evidently the pass,
not the hill above it, and the neck, " col," hause, O.N.
hills, of whatever the first part of the name means.
Vrd , . corner, does not fit, and reynir, rowan, or hra f n,
raven, or any other word without the initial w or y (u) is
impossible. It may be a personal name, but there is an
early Norse word vreini, stallion, with which the CleasbyVigfusson dictionary campares A.-S. wræne and Swed.
vrensk-hest ; the genitive is vreina, but vrein-hests-hals
might have been shortened to Wreines-hals, and the road
is one which needed a strong horse.
Hardknot pass, on the same Roman road, had an interesting name in the thirteenth century. It is found in
the Furness Coucher, part ii recently edited by Mr.
Brownbill (pp. 562-566), among the Butterilket deeds,
which comprise Alan de Peninton's grant to his brother
David, c. 1210 ; David's to Furness Abbey, April 5, 1242 ;
Alan's to the same, granting Butterilket and Lingcove
in two separate deeds of June and July, 1242 ; and John
de Hodilliston's of 1284 7 9o, allowing the monks to enclose
these estates with a wall or paling, not toe; high for deer
,
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and fawns to leap. So early were walls built on the
high fells.
The bounds to be enclosed were of the land of ° Brutherulkil or Butherulkil ; " ulkil " looks like O.N. ölkelda, a
bubbling or medicinal spring, though I do not know that
the spring can be identified ; " bruther " suggests the
genitive of braut, a road cut through rough ground,
and if so " buther," which replaces it, may possibly be
the Gaelic bothar, for the Norse imported some Gaelic
words : or it may be O.N. búdar, of the booth. The
boundary ran up from the Esk by Herter f el-bek, which
Mr. Brownbill identifies with the more southerly of two
gills coming down from Harter fell to Coup park, and
ell (? Hjartar-fell ; hill of the
then to the top of Herter fell
stag). Then down to the top of Wynscarth or Wainscarth, vagn-skard, waggon-gap, evidently Hardknot pass
where the Roman road seems to have been passable
by carts and this throws new light on traffic in these
parts in the thirteenth century.
Thence the bounds went to the top of the " cundois "
(French form of medieval Latin condosium, ridge where
backs of hills meet) of Ardechnut or Hardecnuut. Hardrknútr is O.N. for a " hard knot," and the name was also
applied to a summit between Ennerdale and Buttermere.
Thence to the head of Mosedale, O.N. mosi-dalr, moss or
moor dale, where the Black Crag is named—Blakrag,
which gives an early instance of " crag " (apparently
borrowed from the Celtic, but see the New English Dictionary for the difficulties connected with this word).
Mide f el or Midel f el is the next point (compare Medalfell, middle fell, in Iceland), now Long Top, the middle
height of Crinkle crags ; the name survives in a well
known farm at Langdale Head. Thence to Bowes-scard,
Bouescarth or Bouscard, Three Tarns Gap, the scarth of
the " bow, and Bowes/el, the mountain of the " bow,"
O.N. bogs-skard and bogs-fell, in which bógr perhaps meant
.
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" shoulder," for the Band, a great shoulder, is the feature
of the mountain. Or has the summit enough resemblance
to the bow " of a ship—another meaning of bógr in
Norse ?
The next halt is Orscarth, Uregap, Ewergap, i.e. Oregap. Mr. John Postlethwaite, F.G.S. (Mines and Mining
in the Lake-district, 3rd ed., 127-8), says that in the early
eighteenth century iron ore was mined here and smelted
in Langstrath. Orgrave is the Domesday Book name for
a place in Furness where hæmatite was dug at an early
age. Our word " ore," dialectic and early " ure," is from
O.E. óra, but " scarth " and " grave " (the latter in the
sense of " pit ") are local words derived from Norse.
The name then is not one given by the original Norse
settlers, but known by the beginning of the thirteenth
century ; and it is noteworthy that the presence of
minerals was observed so early in these wild fells.
The late Mr. Clifton Ward (Geol. of N. Lake district, 46),
found no name to the height between Uregap and Eskhause, and called it Esk pike. But the thirteenth century
people knew it as Tunghe ' or Tung, O.N. tunga, a ridge
between two valleys that join. Eskhals explains itself.
Lingcove, the wild glen from Esk force to Uregap, was
in 1242 Luncoue or Lyncoue (not " Lincone " as formerly
printed), and seems to be another name of later origin
than the Viking Age ; for " cove " is A.S. cola (O.N. kofi
'though cognate means a cell or hut). But Lyng is Norse
only in origin, meaning any kind of whins, and adopted
into dialect. Lingcove was the northern half of Butterilket lands ; its boundaries start from the Black crag,
and between Midelfel and the head of Mosedale a point
is marked on the " cundois " called the bounds of
Borudale." The nearest point of the Borrowdale we
know is, and was then, about three miles north-west of
this, which must be the spot marked 2733 feet on the
Ordnance map. Here then is a puzzle.
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The puzzle seems to be solved by another charter (op.
cit., 579), by which Thomas de Berdissay grants to Sir
Alan de Penyngton, on March 12, 1398-9, " lands and
tenements in Borowdale," namely Gaytschale and le Blakehalle, with reversion of la Birkis. But Gaitscale (now a
ruin), Blackhall and Birks are in the upper Duddon valley,
and I infer that Borrowdale (the dale of the fort) was the
fourteenth century name for • Wrynose Bottom, its lands
including Mosedale. It may have been so called from
the Castle How (borg) between Blackhall and Birks. I
have not found any fortification on this How, nor any
account of the origin of its name ; but there may be
reason for it, as in the case of the Castle Rock of St.
John's (these Transactions, N.S., xvi, 224). In Greenwood's map, 1825, it is named " Deming Crag " (" c.
1440, Deming or dome, judicium ; "—N.E.D.) which
suggests a thingstead, for the curia of the early lord was
both " court " and " castle." Have we chanced upon
'another pre-Norman chieftain and his stronghold ?
The better known Borrowdale is described in Alice de
Rumeli's gift to Furness Abbey, 1209-10, more accurately
printed in Mr. Brownbill's edition (pp. 57 0 , 57 6) than in
previous works, together with the agreement of 1211
between Furness and Fountains. The bounds of Borcher
dale (borgar-dalr, dale of the fort, i.e. Castle Crag) begin
from Eschnesbec, Ashness beck, where it falls into Derewentewater and thence go up the hill between Borrowdale
and Watendlath—Wattintundelau, Watendelair (?-lau),
or Wathenthendelau. This name has always been a
difficulty. Prof. Sedgefield gives it up, but suggests the
analogy of Carwinley (Place-names of C. and W. 121),
with the termination confused in later time with " lathe,"
a barn. Now " Wattin-" represents Norse vatn, lake,
though the word is rare in Cumbrian names, no doubt
because it was easily seen to mean " water," and translated. But if so, vatn is in the nominative, and we have
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therefore another of the Celtic constructions. In some of
these, as Set-mabanning (seat of Mapbennoc), Caerwenddoleu (Carwhinelow, Carwinley), the second element is
a personal name. Here " Tundelau " somewhat resembles
Gwenddoleu, the Cymric chief from whom Caer-wenddoleu
was named ; and it is possible that Watendlath may have
been the lake named after some Cymric survivor among
the Norse settlers, just as the Norse Ulf and Thorstein
gave their names to Ulls-water and Thurston-water
(Coniston lake). At any rate there is no O.N. or A.S.
word out of which we could get the "-tunde-" or -"thende-"
even if the "-lau " could be explained.
Borrowdale bounds, then, go up Brown Dodd to Laghedure and Heghedure, English, not Norse, for " low door "
and " high door," two gaps in the ridge ; one, I suppose,
at " Ladder " Brow and the other at " Ether " Knott.
And " Lodore fall " is the force near the Laghedure, which
was not the name of the gill.
Thence to Marcebuthe or Marthebuthe (? merhi-búd, the
booth of the mark or boundary ; c f . O.N. meyki-bj örk, a
birch tree on the boundary, etc.) and to Docketerne, Dock
Tarn, probably from the plant ; in A.-S. " docce (dock)
that swims " is said by Sweet to be water-lily. According
to the agreement of 12II the bounds here go to the middle
of Butherhals, O.N. búdar-h6ls, pass of the booth, which
has become the Bowdergate from Watendlath to Rosthwaite thence down a stream to Butherthwait, O.N.
budar-pveit, the sloping field of the booth. For " booth "
the word " boot " is still found ; e.g. Bessyboot on Stonethwaite fell; but " Bowder-stone " (see N.E.D. Boulderstone) has approached the form shown in Bowdergate from
a different source.
The boundary is then marked by Langestrothbec or
Langestrodhebec, in which I do not see why we should not
find Gaelic srath (anciently strath) or Welsh ystrad, because we have glen surviving in Cumbria. Up this beck
.
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we go " to the sike that comes from Stainthwait," O.N.
stein-pveit, and " by the lower head of Stainthwait to
Gleuermerghestele (stile, steep path of Glaramara) to the
top of the mountain between Gleuermerghe and Langestrode " ; or according to Lady Alice's charter, to Houedgleuermerhe, the head (hö f dt) of Glaramara. This is
Glever-merhe " (not Glenermerhe), and seems to represent O.N. glæ f ra-rnerki, the boundary-mark of the chasms
or cliffs (genitive plural of glj ü f r)—a name which describes
it well.
The next point is where the bounds of Borrowdale,
Butterilket and Egremont join, i.e. Eskhause ; and so
following the bounds of Egremont by the top of Hedey.langhals," O.N. heiday-lang-hells, the long pass of the
" heath " or wild fells ; c f . Icel. heidar-vegr, path over
fells and moors. This indicates that the Viking settlers
or their immediate descendants used our Styhead path
pretty much as it stands ; and long may it remain untouched, as an Ancient Monument which ought to be
within the meaning of the Act.
From Styhead we go to the top of Windheg or Windeg,
which Mr. Brownbill takes, with reason, for the Great
Gable (or Gavel, N.Eng. from O.N. gall) ; perhaps this
name was O.N. wind-egg, windy ridge.
Thence to Gatescartheheued, " head of the gap of the
path " between Seatoller and Buttermere. Up again to
Houedscaldale, High Scawdel, perhaps from O.N. skill, a
hollow, used as a local name in the Landnc mabók. Then
to the white stone on little Grenehope" ; High and Low
White rake are above Greenop over Grange ; O.N. hó75,
O.E. hop, N.Eng. hope, a small enclosed valley. Then
" by the midst of the side of Grenehope to the sike that
goes down to Bredinebrigge " ; probably " bredin " means
" braided," from " to brede " or plait, and the name
describes a hurdle-bridge such as was made from early
times by simply laying down wattled hurdles on a wet
.
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place. For this point Mr. Brownbill suggests Grange
Bridge, but perhaps the text requires us to take Ellers
beck and the point where the track between Manesty and
Grange crossed it, because we go onwards " by the same
sike to Derwentwater at the point called Arneraid," for
which I can only offer O.N.. arnar-hreidr, eagle's eyrie.
It is a fine walk to take in the company of early thirteenth century beaters of the boundary. They seem to
have known the fells pretty thoroughly, seven hundred
years ago, and more.
Another walk, which we can no longer take by the
ancient track, because it was destroyed by the new road
west of Thirlmere, is described in a charter of about 1280
(Furness Coucher ii , 575) . This is Adam de Derwentwater's grant of free passage, with halting and baiting
places, for the Furness monks' cattle when they had to
travel between Borrowdale and Lancashire. The position
was one like that of the Valaisan Swiss of Törbel (between
Visp and Zermatt), who bought an alp or pasture in the
Bernese Oberland and had to get their cattle there an d
back through country that did not belong to them ; so
that there was trouble with the intervening communes
until a right of way was laboriously acquired (Conway,
The Alps from end to end, chap. ix). We do not always
realise that there were no free roads except the king's
highways, and one could get about the country, in medieval England, on sufferance only ; as indeed is still the
case here and there, though landlords' rights are not
usually enforced. Adam's grant permitted the monks to
go from Esknesbec (Ashness beck) to Castelrig ; thence to
Heolthwaitis (Shoulthwaite ; ? hjöl-pveit, wheel thwaite)
and Smathwaitis (Smaithwaite, smcí-pveit, little thwaite)
to Withebotine (Wythburn, vidi-botn, valley-head of
willows) and so to Kaltre. This last place Mr. Brownbill
tentatively identifies with Kelbarrow on Grasmere, Kelbergh in 1375 (Miss Armitt, Grasmere Church, 19; Rydal,
.
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70), but it looks more like Kalt-tré, cold or dead tree,
perhaps a landmark ; and this landmark ought to be at
Dunmail raise, for the Derwentwater lands ended there.
But this route is evidently that of the ancient road west
of Thirlmere. By a shorter but less easy route the monks
were allowed to travel through Waitendlau (Watendlath)
and Harhop (Harrop, perhaps O.N. hceri-hóp, the higher
dell), and thence to Wythburn. One supposes that this
track would be used in good weather only, for it climbs
over 1,50o feet above sea.
Returning to the north-western fells, a word might be
said about Robinson, which still seems to puzzle visitors.
John Denton (Accompt, 31), Nicolson & Burn (II, 61, 64),
and Whellan (314), tell us that Richard Robinson, clerk,
bought estates hereabouts after the Dissolution, temp.
Henry VIII and Edward VI, and that John Robinson,
goldsmith of London, and Richard's heir, sold them to
Thomas Stanley, esquire, about 1557. With other places,
eld
the Robinsons held " all the land called Birknesfeld
(? Burtness) or Gatescath (Gatesgarth) with the appurtenances . . . . lying and being in Buttermere," which
would include the north side of the valley, now Buttermere
fell, of which the top is Robinson. I suppose Robinson
fell (the 's of the genitive is dropped in dialect) might
have " caught on " as a name for the lord's sheepwalk,
and by the end of the eighteenth century (Housman,
Tour, 2nd ed. 1802, 130), if not before, had come to be
called simply Robinson.
Some important names must be passed over at present
for want of early forms. It is not clear whether the
Skithoc of 1231 (apportionment of estates of . Richard de
Lucy's daughters) and Skethowe of 1397 (Feet of Fines,
20 Richard II) really mean Skiddaw, which was Skedo in
1 544 (N. & B. ii, 93). But the agreements between
William de Derwentwater and Henry de Threlkeld in
1252, and between their successors in 1278, translated
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in the Bainbridge notebook lent me by Mr. William
Thompson of Alston (see these Transactions, N.S., xvi,
224), give names to fells east of St. John's vale. Among
these are Flatschow or Flatscough, Flaska, flat-skógr, flat
how, later
wood ; Mosdal or Mosedal, as p. 95 ; Calfhow,
Calfa ; and Stibanet, later " Skybennet alias Scibennet "
(t and c are often confused in old writing), and in the
Threlkeld boundary roll of 1729 replaced by " Milnbennet
alias Bennyside knot "—on the top of Wanthwaite crags. .
In this name there may be another instance of Celtic construction, as if Sti (stigr, steep path) of Bennet (Benedict) ;
which would account for Benniside, later Banniside (like
the moor above Coniston, otherwise Banishead) i.e. the
fellside or dairy of Bennet. These thirteenth century
documents also give Greta (grjót-d or grÿ-t-d, stony river), .
and Glenermakan or Glenermachan ; the Threlkeld boundary also gives Glenderterray, where we seem again to
have the Celtic construction. It is perhaps worth noting
that names of this form are particularly frequent around
Threlkeld, which probably means the thralls' spring , .
preela-kelda, suggesting that this bit of country remained.
Celtic for some time after the Norse settlement, for the
natives were the thralls of the new comers.
The line of hill-names is continued southwards in the
boundary of Castlerigg and Derwentwater, 1766, reading
" Covey pike " for Calfhow, for which other versions of
the same bounder substitute Knowtberry dod (Knotberry,
Rubus chamcemorus, Cloudberry, N.E.D.) ; and all copies
mention ' " a fell called Helvellin." Camden in i600
(Britannia, 693), wrote Lauuellin ; Saxton, somewhat
earlier, Helvelon ; which suggests that lau and hel are
convertible—i.e. A.-S. hlāw and O.N. hvdll (not O.E.
hyll) ; and here again we have the Celtic construction.
If, as the Rev. F. W. Ragg maintains, the Willann of
Gospatrick's charter was a personal name in Cumberland,
it is just possible that Helvellyn meant simply the hill of
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Willan that, at any rate, seems to be the form of the
name.
Coming south, I have seen no ancient form of Fairfield
with which the theory of Norse derivations appears to
have been started by De Quincey ; so that his etymology
cannot be checked. But we have Dovekrag in the grant
of Margaret de Brus to Roger de Lancaster, 1275 (N. & B.
i, 15o ; Miss Armitt's Rydal, 171) . The Rydal bounds go
thence down the Weythesty (O.N. veidr, hunting; veidi-búc
hunting-lodge, etc. ; so perhaps veidi-stigr, hunting-path)
to the park of Amelsate and by Scandalbec to the Routha,
Rothay, and to Routhmere, Rydal-water. Thence up
from the Nab (Nab scar being the crag above it), to
Lauerdkrag, Lord crag, and Ernekrag, eagle crag. The
agreement of 1276 (ibid. 173-5), names le Grencoue, Green
cove (not " Grencone ") opposite Lord crag. Loughrygg,
1425 (F. of F. 3 Henry VI), Lochrigg and Louchrigg, 12 75
(Margaret de Brus' grant and its confirmation) looks like
" the ridge of the laké " which describes it ; for lögr is
O.N. parallel with A.-S. lagu, even if Gaelic loch was not
used in this case. It seems that there was the form luh
in old Northumbrian (N.E.D. s.v.) and the Loughs on
the Roman Wall are in a district that was English long
before Cumberland was settled by Northmen.
We have now travelled round the inner area of the
Lake-district, sampling the mountain-names. Many of
them, we find, were given before the thirteenth century.
Those that require a Norse derivation, embodying Norse
grammatical forms and not merely dialect-words derived
from Norse, were probably given before the earlier part
of the twelfth century ; for the Pennington tympanum
(these Transactions, N.S., iii 378), roughly dating about
115o, shows Norse losing inflections. The Celtic constructions must be as early. But the oldest names of
this group are no earlier than the Norse settlement, for
which perhaps the end of the ninth century may be taken
.
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as the beginning. Nothing in the way of Roman names
appears to survive among the high fells. There are no
Anglian names within the mountain district, though plenty
just outside it, and of course there is historical evidence
of Anglian hermitage, at any rate, at Derwentwater.
But the opening up of the fells seems to date from the
coming of the Vikings, who as especially sheep-farmers
would be able to take advantage of the pastures they
afforded, and would become acquainted with the mountain-land. That they took into their language some
Celtic words and forms is supported by other evidence,
such as the " wassenas " of Gospatrick's charter. We
even get glimpses of pre-Norman chieftains, early centres
of influence and routes of travel, which with further study
may perhaps lift a corner of the veil that hides the pre'documentary period of the Lake district.
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